Middle East Cease-fire Agreement

We the peoples of Israel, Palestine, Syria, and Lebanon do hereby agree to the following:

Article 1
The Conflict between these above peoples will not be resolved by military force/violence but by peaceful means.

Article 2
The parties hereby resolve to not resort to the threat of force in their foreign policy.

Article 3
The parties hereby agree to the following specific measures that will make a cease-fire possible:

- Israel hereby agrees to withdraw Israeli Defense Force personnel out of areas controlled by the Palestinian Authority pursuant to the Oslo Accords.
- The Palestinian Authority hereby agrees to not only condemn violent action against Israeli citizens, but to take steps to prevent violent actions against Israel.
- Israel and Syria hereby agree to continue their policy of nonviolence toward one another.
- Israel and Lebanon hereby agree to cease all cross-border fire against one another.
- All the parties agree to security cooperation to prevent such violence against any party to this agreement.
- All parties agree to cooperate in the apprehension and punishment of all persons who undertake such actions that run contrary to the spirit of this agreement.
- In the event of such a violent violation of this cease-fire agreement, the parties agree to cooperate prior to any response, armed or otherwise.

United in a hope for a more peaceful tomorrow, the below representatives do hereby ratify this cease-fire agreement.

Asif Siddiqui, Representative of Palestinian Authority

Nicholas Sikon, Representative of Lebanon

Kevin Whinnery, Representative of Israel

Deanna Ferree, Representative of Syria

Hillary Rose Drake, United States of America